What is .guru?
A guru is someone who’s an expert on a particular topic. Which makes the new .guru domain a
natural choice for everything from advice blogs to how-to sites.
Share what you know with .guru.

What is .photography?
One of hundreds of new domains, .photography focuses on photography studios, photo sharing
websites, print shops, retailers, publishers and photographers of all kinds.
Make it easy for customers to connect with your passion – register .PHOTOGRAPHY for your
website.

What is .clothing?
This domain gives retailers, boutique owners, tailors, department stores, designers and outlets a
memorable way to identify their websites.
Make it easy for fashion lovers to find you. Get .clothing for your website.

What is .bike?
.bike is a new domain for any business or group that caters to the growing number of cyclists the
world over.
Bike stores, motorcycle dealerships, repair shops, bike bloggers, travel agencies and cyclists of
all stripes can connect online under the .bike banner.

What is .estate?
One of hundreds of new domain extensions, .estate lends itself specifically to estate law.
Estate planners, probate attorneys, trust officers and others who work with wills and trusts can
build a strong, memorable Web presence on .estate

What is .singles?
.singles is just made for dating services, resorts and other businesses that cater to those looking to
make a connection.
Turn heads and attract the right visitors with your own .singles domain

What is .ventures?
This new domain gives entrepreneurs, startups, venture capitalists, investment banks, private
equity firms and financiers a web address that says you're the next big thing.

What is .gallery?
This new domain gives museums, art galleries, auction houses, artists, commercial designers and
art schools a place to connect with art lovers worldwide, day or night.
Whether your specialty is Abstract Expressionism or performance art, .gallery is the place to
show your stuff.

What is .equipment?
Whether you make skid loaders or soccer goals, .equipment is a unique and memorable Web
address for your site.
Register .equipment to let dealers, suppliers and customers know where to find your gear online.

What is .lighting?
This new domain extension makes a brilliant Web address for lighting manufacturers, retailers,
engineers and others who deal with lighting.
Whether you’re a light board operator or a lighting contractor, .lighting is your domain.

What is .plumbing?
Next to your pliers and pipe cutters, .plumbing is the most valuable tool for your business.
With .plumbing after your business name or city, everyone will know where to look for help
when the faucet starts to drip.

What is .graphics?
If you’re an artist, graphic designer, printer or multimedia producer, check out .graphics.
This new domain also works well for websites that provide stock or public-use graphics

What is .camera?
This new domain is perfect for camera shops, photographers, retailers, photo sharing sites and
anyone else who loves and works with cameras and related services.

What is .holdings?
.holdings is a new domain extension specific to the financial sector.
Financial advisors, stockbrokers, day traders and anyone who works with investments can use a
.holdings domain to bring clients to their websites.

